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THE BRAIN FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Dopamine appeared very early in the course of evolution and is involved in many functions that are essential for
survival of the organism, such as motricity, attentiveness, motivation, learning, and memorization.But most of
all, dopamine is a key element in identifying natural rewards for the organism. These natural stimuli such as
food and water cause individuals to engage in approach behaviours.

Neurobiology of addiction: a neurocircuitry analysis ...
Drug addiction represents a dramatic dysregulation of motivational circuits that is caused by a combination of
exaggerated incentive salience and habit formation, reward deficits and stress surfeits, and compromised
executive function in three stages.

Reward system
The reward system is a group of neural structures responsible for incentive salience (i.e., motivation and
"wanting", desire, or craving for a reward), associative learning (primarily positive reinforcement and classical
conditioning), and positively-valenced emotions, particularly ones which involve pleasure as a core component
(e.g., joy, euphoria and ecstasy).

Mesolimbic pathway
The mesolimbic pathway, sometimes referred to as the reward pathway, is a dopaminergic pathway in the brain.
The pathway connects the ventral tegmental area in the midbrain, to the ventral striatum of the basal ganglia in
the forebrain.The ventral striatum includes the nucleus accumbens and the olfactory tubercle. The release of
dopamine from the mesolimbic pathway into the nucleus accumbens ...

Biological Psychiatry Home Page
Biological Psychiatry is the official journal of the Society of Biological Psychiatry, whose purpose is to promote
excellence in scientific research and education in fields that investigate the nature, causes, mechanisms and
treatments of disorders of thought, emotion, or behavior.. This peer-reviewed international journal publishes
basic and clinical contributions from all disciplines and ...

Neurobiologic Advances from the Brain Disease Model of ...
The neurobiology of addiction is pointing the way to potential methods of disrupting the neurocircuitry with
both pharmaceutical and behavioral tools. Altering the reward and emotional circuits ...

Common Brain Mechanisms of Chronic Pain and Addiction ...

While chronic pain is considered by some to be a CNS disease, little is understood about underlying
neurobiological mechanisms. Addiction models have heuristic value in this regard, because both pain and
addictive disorders are characterized by impaired hedonic capacity, compulsive drug seeking, and high stress.

Opioid receptors: drivers to addiction? | Nature Reviews ...
Drug addiction is a worldwide societal problem and public health burden, and results from recreational drug use
that develops into a complex brain disorder. The opioid system, one of the first ...

Pain tolerance predicts human social network size ...
Pain tolerance is a significant predictor of an individual’s social network size (P = 0.010), especially the size of
their outer network layer (P = 0.002) as depicted here.This represents those ...

Endorphins, Exercise, and Addictions: A Review of Exercise ...
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Endorphins, Exercise, and Addictions: A Review of Exercise Dependence Andrea Leuenberger1 1Lafayette
College, Easton, PA 18042 Endorphins are endogenous opioids released from the pituitary gland that are
believed to mediate

